
 

 



Product Details





 

Upmost dedication to design,never compression on quality

80% Fragrance Brands Supplier. No major quality complaints for 9 years.

Sunny Glassware with our fragrance brands cusotmers,dependency of life and
death

Product name  Sunny superior  60ml glass cosmetic container with great price

Diamension

SGLG17031302
 Top dia: 38mm
 Bottom dia: 25mm
 Max dia: 50mm
 Height: 65mm
 Weight: 95g
 Capacity: 63ml

Decorations  spraying color,electroplating,decal printing,frosted on glass cosmetic containers

Accessories  Metal lid,wood lid,plastic lid for cosmetic container package



Sample lead time  5 days if at exist shaped and size of glass cosmetic containers
 15~30 days for new shape or size of glass containers

Production lead time  35~50 days after the sample and order confirmed

OEM/ODM order

 We could create new mold for your own design
 Moreover,we could design for you by your own idea to be a real product
 
 Sunny Glassware strictly protect the customers' designs, all the newly designed
items from us haven't been copied in three years.

Inspection  Inspect the goods by AQL standard which has extra inspect steps
 Accept third party inspection

Payment terms  30% deposit by T/T in advance and the balance against the copy of B/L

Shipment  By sea,by air,by Express and your shipping agent is acceptable
 We have own logistic company Sunny Worldwide to provide you sea& air freight shipment

Production Line









 



Company Profile









Services Story

 

How to better serve your customers? Always to be professional, stand on customer's feet thinking and be
positive.That's why Sunny Glassware is the supplier of 80% fragrance brands in the United States.
When my client Suji inquired me about a lab glass, I was very happy even though Sunny Glassware had
not done it before, because the client was willing to give the project to Sunny Glassware, which also
showed that she gave me a trust. When I saw the customer's picture, I told the customer with confidence
that we could do it.Customer want to add a small rectangular indent pressed into the glass so that she can
have a label there, but I doubt whether we can do well in mass production, but seeing the customer insist
on I did not say no to her ideas, and tell the customer we are willing to try, at the same time, when to
arrange the samples, I arrange according to her request and do the samples according to my own
idea.When the customer received the physical sample, the customer was very happy,completely agreed
with my suggestion, and was quite appreciated of my professionalism and my foresight and control of the
whole project.
 
Then we made the color sample, the customer quickly confirmed our color sample, we won the order.For
the whole order, I helped the customer to strictly control the delivery time, quality and shipping service,
and finally the customer was very satisfied after receiving the bulk goods.In the third month after delivery,
the customer repeat the order and added a new size.
This is the first time our company so lab glass products. The design of the customer is very attractive, and
there is not much competition in this part of the product. What the customer sells is a sense of ceremony
and a feeling, so it is very popular among consumers.
 
Customers always like to do business with professional sales, I stand on customer’s feet thinking and
advising, and always be positive during this period is the key to win this customer.

FAQ

1) Can you combine many items assorted in one container in my first order?
Yes, we can. But the quantity of each ordered item should reach our MOQ.
 
2) If any quality problem, how can you settle it for us?
When discharging the container, you need to inspect all the cargo. If any breakage or defect products were founded, you
must take the pictures from the original carton. All the claims must be presented within 15 working days after discharging
the container. This date is subject to the arrival time of container.
 
3) why you choose us?
1. We have rich experiences in glassware trade for more than 20 years and the most professional team. 
2. We have 10 production line and can manufacture 15 million pieces per month, we have strict processes enable us to
maintain an acceptance rate above 99% . 
3. We work with more than 1800 clients in about 80 countries.
4. We offer professional one-stop world-wide logistics service.
 
4) Can we get your free samples? 

Yes, you can. Our Samples are free for the customers who confirm order. But the freight for express is on buyer’s
account.
 
5) How about your MOQ?
Different kind products will be different MOQ, for some glassware in stock, small orders are acceptable.
 



6) How many people in your R&D department?
 We have 5 professional designers, and they will develop 15 innovative designs monthly.
 
7) Can you give me a discount about the price?
The price depends on your quantity, if you want good price with small order, you can make more quantity in one time, and
leave them in our warehouse, we will keep the goods for you until you need.


